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ABSTRACT: The (HI, axn) reaction, in which precoapound a particle
emission takes place, is shown to occur significantly even near the
Coulomb barrier. Because the a e n s s i o n can efficiently cool down a
highly excited nucleus both In energy and angular aoaentua, it is
considered to be very effective for production of heavy elements
like SHE. However. the angular distributions of residual nuclei
produced in this reaction are side-peaked, requiring a recoil-type
separator with large angular acceptance when It is applied for
collection of the relevant nuclei. A brief description Is given
about a gas-filled separator recently constructed at RIKEN. which
Beets the above requirement.

1. INTRODUCTION

The present talk consists of two parts. First, a brief

description of the gas-filled recoil-type isotope separator (GARIS)

recently constructed at the RIKEN ring cyclotron facility will be

given. Then, we will present a possible new approach to superheavy

eleaents. that is. the use of the (HI. axn) reactions in combination

with GARIS.

2. GAS-FILLED SEPARATOR AT RIKEN

Reaction products recoiling out of a thin target have generally

broad distributions both in charge and aoaentua. It is well known,

however, that when they enter a dipole aagnetic field filled with

gas of low pressure. they follow an average trajectory as given

below, which is nearly independent of the initial charge states and

• oaenta.
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BP <* AZ (1).

where a Is a constant lying between 1/3 and 2/3. Therefore, it has

an advantage that the reaction products can be collected at its

focal plane with extremely high efficiency, although the mass and

charge resolving powers are generally poor.

The purposes of the RIKEN GARIS are twofold. One is its use

for the spectroscopic study of nuclei produced with small

probabilities. A search for superheavy elements (SHE) described

later will be its example. Another purpose is to use it as an

injector to an ion-guide Isotope separator on-line (IGISOL). The

IGISOL developed in Jyvaskyla (ref. ) is based on the fact that

reaction products recoiling out of a target and stopped in helium

gas are still singly charged. The IGISOL has a merit that it can be

applied to all elements equally well. However, when the primary

beam also passes the heliuo gas, which is the case in the usual

IGISOL set-up, dense plasma formed along the beam direction tends to

2)
neutralize the ions theraalized in helium . This is especially the

case in heavy-ion reactions. Therefore, we use the GARIS as a beam

separator in order to let only the reaction products enter helium-

gas region in the IGISOL system.

Fig. I shows a layout of the RIKEN GARIS consisting of a dipole

oagnet and a quadrupole-doublet. The D-iagnet has a bending angle

of 45° with P=1. 2 m: the pole gap is 15 cm. and the laximUB field is

1. 5 tesla. The Q-magnet has a bore radius of 15 cm. and the saxiiua

field gradient is 5.2 T/n. The other specifications of the GARIS

3)
have been described in ref.

The GARIS has two different target positions as shown in Fig.

1. The corresponding characteristics are shown in Table 1. A large

angular acceptance, which amounts to nearly 5° both In horizontal

and vertical directions. is to be noted. It is this feature that

has nade it possible to apply the GARIS to the (MI. oxn) reaction for

search for SHE.
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Fig. 1 A layout of the RIKEN GARIS.

Table I Sooe characteristics of the GARIS.

Distance from target to pole boundary (mm)

Angular acceptance (mm): horizontal

vertical

solid angle (rnsr)

Dispersion (cuV%)

total length (mm)
magnification: horizontal

vertical

MODE I

0

±85

±80

13.6

0.20
4070

-0.57

-1.47

MODEH

700

±80

±70

11.2

0.78
4770

-0.74

-1.51



The in-beam tuning of the GARIS has mainly been performed by

us.ng the 1 6 W V x , O 2 B 9 - x F r and 1 8 1Ta (40Ar. a x n ) 2 1 7 - ^

reactions. The reaction products were implanted into a large SSD

placed at the focal plane and their characteristic a decays were

measured. The result indicates that the collection efficiency of

the GARIS at Mode II is about 30 7. for the (HI. xn) channel, while it

is 12 % for (HI, can).

3. POSSIBLE SEARCH FOR SHE BY THE (HI. axn) REACTION

When one uses low-energy heavy-ion fuslon-llke reactions to

produce fissile nuclei like actinlde eleients. it Is well known that

residual nuclei produced In the (HI. axn) reactions often have larger

cross sections than those produced In the (HI. xn) reactions

This can be Interpreted In the following way. The a-partlcle

emission can take away large energies and angular nonenta from a

highly excited compound (-like) nucleus. The resultant

intermediate nucleus Is located at low excitation energies and low

spins compared with that after the neutron evaporation. Then, it

will reach the ground state of a residual nucleus by evaporation of

a few neutrons sore easily, that Is. with less chances of

competition »ith fission.

However, the a-particle evaporation froi a heavy nucleus Is

hindered by a large Coulomb barrier effective between a-particle and

residual nucleus. In fact. If one calculates the or-particle

evaporation probability by the statistical lodel, the result is far

soaller than that observed experlnentally. This fact indicates that

the a-partlcle enission of Interest probably takes place as a

preconpound decay In the early stage of fusion as suggested In

ref. 4 ).

Although the above fact suggests that the (HI. axn) reaction is

a good way of producing fissile nuclei, the atonic number of the



resultant residual nucleus is clearly by two units smaller than that

produced In the usual (HI. xn) reaction when the same projectile-

and-target combination is considered. Therefore. careful

consideration is needed before applying the (HI. ocxn) reaction to

the synthesis of nuclei of interest.

The production cross section of residual nuclei in the (HI. xn)

reaction can be written, in the zeroth approxioation, as follows;

where o f Is the fusion cross section around the Coulomb barrier.

T and F, the average neutron enission width and fission width,

respectively (we assume T << T f ) . The value of x depends on the

choice of projectile and target as well as on the bombarding energy.

As for search for very heavy elements with Z > 100. the two

combinations of projectile and target have so far successfully been

used. One is the actinide based reaction, in *hlch one bombards
14actinide targets with relatively light heavy ions like N. In this

case. a typical excitation energy of a compound nucleus iV-u) is

about 45 HeV when the Incident energy is chosen to be near the

Coulomb barrier, resulting in x = 4 . Another is the so-called cold

fusion proposed by Organesslan et al. , in which the combination of

projectile and target nuclei with extra stability (e.g.. Fe on
2fl9

Bt) is collided near the Coulomb barrier, yielding Uc(( - 29 - 25

MeV and x = 1 or 2.

The cross section of the (Hl.ocxn) reaction can be written as

aaxn= °a ' W " (2)'
in which 0 is the cross section cf emitting a particle as the

a
preconpound decay. We also note that

x (in eq. (2))= x (in eq. (1)) -2 (3).



Eq. (3) cones from the fact that the average kinetic energy of a

particles Is close to the Coulomb barrier between a particle and the

residual nucleus. that is. about 28 MeV in the region of Z > 100.

while Q - 8 - 10 MeV.

3-1 How Big Is 0a ?

There have been no direct experliental measurement on 0 at the
a

bombarding energies near the Coulonb barrier, which are Uportant

for the synthesis of very heavy elements, although some authors have

reported the values of 0 In the literature . Therefore, we
have roughly estimated the values of 0 from those of 0 by eq.

cc ocxn

(2). The r /T. values necessary for this estimate are also deduced

from eq. (1) and the d values reported for the similar nuclei, In

which the systematical trends of V /F- are also considered. The

results are shown in fig. 2. In which the 0 values are given versus

the bombarding energy per nucleon at the instant of the collision,

because this is presumably the best way of comparing the data in

different combinations of projectile and target. From fig. 2. we

expect that 0 - 0. 1 - 1 ob even at the incident energy near the

Couloab barrier.

3-2 Comparison with Actinide Based Reactions

As mentioned previously. In the actinide based reaction at the

bombarding energy near the Coulomb barrier. U... = 4 5 MeV. at which
ON

the (HI.4n) reaction Is a doninant channel. Then, the (HI. a2n)

reaction also takes place domlnantly as seen from eq. (3). Let us

consider the two combinations of projectile and target which are

slightly different ano yield the same residual nucleus In the above

two reaction channels. An example Is

( 246Crn(13C. 4n) 2 5 5No: a. (exp) - 0.47 Ub
\ . (4)

2 4 9 C f ( 1 2 C . o2n) 2 5 5 No: 0 „ (exp) - 1.3 Ub.
ct&ti
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Fig. 3 Experliiental cross sections of producing heavy elements In

the (HI.4n) and (Hl.n) reactions as well as those In the

(HI. a2n) reaction estUated from eq. (6) (see text). The

foraer Is taken from ref. 8).



which is taken from ref. 9).

From eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain

- 2 ^ • -2—(f n/f f)"
2 (5).

°4n °fus
and

1 /9

o „ - a (a, /a, ) (6).
a2n a 4n fus

If we put typical values of 0 and af . which are taken to be here

0 • 0. 5 ib. a, • 50 mb. then we obtain,
a fus

(Fn/rff
2 (5)-

Accordingly. if V IX, < 0. 1. then a „ > 0. . Fro» eq. (6). we are
n I txon 4n

also able to estimate 0 „ when 0, are known. Such estimates are

given in fig. 3. in which the results are nomalized at Z - 102

using eq. (4). A simple extrapolation of the siooth curves given in

fig. 3 would yield 0. < 1 pb for the Z - 110 eleient. while 0 „ =
4n aZn

1 nb.

3-3 Comparison with Cold Fusion

It has been said in the literature that the (Hl.ccxn)

reaction is heavily hindered In the cold-fusion type combinations of

projectile and target. However, we should note that it is

Impossible to cospare the cold fusion and (HI. ctxn) reaction under

the saie conditions. This is because the cold fusion reaction at

the boibarding energy near the Couloab barrier, which Is adopted in

• ost experiments. yields U _ - 2 0 - 2 5 HeV and thus the a emission

is energetically unfavored. Khat will happen if one Increases the

Incident energy in the cold-fusion type reaction ?



In order to see this, we have performed a measurement on cross

sections of the (HI. an) and (HI.o2n) channels using the Ar * Bi

reaction at about 5.2 MeV/u. This reaction is not a typical cold-

fusion type. but is close to it from the viewpoint of energetics.

The experiment has been performed by using the GARIS in the same way

as in the case of the in-bean tuning of the GARIS described

previously. The results are shown In fig. 4, from which we obtain

a : U S Bib. This nay indicate that the (HI. axn) reaction occurs
a

significantly even in the cold-fusion type coabination of projectile

and target if it is allowed energetically.

3-4 Side-peaked Angular Distributions

The angular distributions of the residual nuclei in the (HI.

oxn) reaction are not forward-peaked, but are side-peaked because of

a relatively large recoil effect following the a emission. This has

been well demonstrated in ref. IB). When one uses projectiles

40
heavier than Ar, the peak angle becoaes smaller, but is still

significantly different froo 0 ; for exauple. 6 = 5 for Ar *
onq n cc 9CIQ max

Bi and e = 3 . 4 for Cu * Bl. Therefore, if one wants tomax
collect the (Hl.ctxn) products with a recoil-type separator, one

needs to make it to realize large angular acceptance. The

acceptance angle of the RIKEN GARIS is about 5 . so that it can be

well applied to the study of the CHI.axn) reaction products. A

search for SHE using the (HI. oxn) reaction is therefore in progress

at RIKEN.

The construction and tuning of the RIKEN GARIS have been

established in collaboration with many people as listed in ref. 3).

to whoa I wish to express my sincere thanks here. Especially,

continuous efforts by Dr. K. Horita, Mr. A. Yoshida and Prof. Y.

Nagai are greatly appreciated.
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Fig. 4 The neasured a-decay spectra frot residual nuclei by the

bonbardaent on 2 0 9Bi with 40Ar at 5.2 HeV/u. Taken from

ref. 12).
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